Saturday, January 31, 2015

Stalking:
Officers responded to Merrill for a report of note found on a door. Officer spoke with individual – 2101 (1501-99-OF). The case is open.

Medical:
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual who was transported to CDH by a friend – 2121 (1501-100-OF).

Friday, January 30, 2015

Well-being Check:
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for a well-being check of student. On Call Staff contacted and spoke with individual who will go to HCHS later in the day – 0232 (1501-92-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to Enfield for a report of a fire extinguisher set off in laundry room – 2125 (1501-95-OF).

Thursday, January 29, 2015

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2239 (1501-90-OF).

Wednesday, January 28, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Dakin for an ill student. A friend will drive individual to UMI to be evaluated – 1723 (1501-83-OF).

Tuesday, January 27, 2015

B&E for Misdemeanor:
Officers responded to the Robert Crown Center for a reported alarm found individual inside the building. Officers spoke with the individual, escorted them out of the building and reset the alarm – 0302 (1501-75-OF). The case is open.

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer and EMTs responded to Enfield for an injured student. EMTs assisted individual who was driven to CDH by a friend – 2101 (1501-77-OF).

**Monday, January 26, 2015**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to the Children’s Center for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 0910 (1501-72-OF).

**Sunday, January 25, 2015**

**Medical Emergency - Intoxicated:**
A student was assessed at Dakin and was transported to the hospital - 0128 (1501-66-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
While responding to a noise complaint in Merrill, officers observed drug paraphernalia which was confiscated. Dean's referral made - 0156 (1501-67-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers assessed a student who was ill at Merrill. The student declined further medical assistance - 1913 (1501-70-OF).

**Saturday, January 24, 2015**

**Annoying Behavior:**
Officers received a complaint about a sexually explicit item placed in a restroom in Dakin. The item was removed - 0017 (1501-61-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Merrill to assist a student who was injured. First aid was provided and student required no further care - 1811 (1501-64-OF).

**Friday, January 23, 2015**

**Medical Emergency - Intoxicated:**
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of an intoxicated person. The person was assessed by ambulance personnel and declined further assistance - 0133 (1501-59-OF).
**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to a complaint of the odor of marijuana in Dakin. Officers confiscated paraphernalia. Deans referral made - 2306 (1501-60-OF).

**Thursday, January 22, 2015**

**Odor of Natural Gas:**
Officers and AFD investigated the source of an odor of natural gas at Cole Science. Facilities staff responded as well to evaluate - 1150 (1501-56-OF).

**Wednesday, January 21, 2015**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Merrill for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1224 (1501-52-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cigarette smoke. The panel was reset – 0305 (1501-54-OF).

**Dangerous Weapons, Carrying on School Grounds:**
While investigating the cause of a fire alarm at Prescott, officers noticed a hatchet in the building. The owner was identified. Dean's referral was made - 2316 (1501-55-OF).

**Tuesday, January 20, 2015**

**Breaking & Entering:**
A student in Merrill reported a laptop was stolen from their unlocked room while they were away - 1732 (1501-44-OF).

**Monday, January 19, 2015**

None

**Sunday, January 18, 2015**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Merrill for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was an activated pull station. The panel was reset – 0305 (1501-35-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Dakin for an ill student. Individual was evaluated and transported to CDH by AFD. On Call Staff notified. Dean’s Referral was made – 0630 (1501-36-OF).

Saturday, January 17, 2015

Disturbance:
Officers responded to Enfield for a report of a unwanted guest. Officers spoke with the parties and the individual left campus. Dean’s Referral was made – 2139 (1501-33-OF).

Friday, January 16, 2015

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to Prescott for a report of a alarm. Officers found an unattended candle burning. Candle was put out. Dean’s Referral was made – 0403 (1501-28-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 0909 (1501-30-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1721 (1501-31-OF).

Thursday, January 15, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for an intoxicated student. AFD transported to CDH. On Call Staff notified – 0018 (1501-26-OF).

Wednesday, January 14, 2015

None

Tuesday, January 13, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Dakin for an ill student. Officer evaluated individual who was feeling and better will go to Health Services in the morning – 2250 (1501-24-OF).
Monday, January 12, 2015

None

Sunday, January 11, 2015

**Destruction of Property over $250, Malicious:**
Officers responded to the Merrill/Dakin parking lot for a report of vandalism to a vehicle. Officer took pictures and the report – 1153 (1501-20-OF). The case is open.

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1328 (1501-20-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer responded to EDH for a reported injured student. Officer evaluated and assisted individual who declined transport for further medical assistance – 1700 (1501-22-OF).

Saturday, January 10, 2015

None

Friday, January 9, 2015

None

Thursday, January 8, 2015

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and AFD responded to Merrill for an ill student. AFD evaluated and transported individual to CDH – 1707 (1501-16-OF).

Wednesday, January 7, 2015

**B&E Nighttime for Felony/Larceny from Building:**
Officer responded to a report of a break in at Warner House. Investigation is ongoing – 0724 (1501-12-OF). The case is open.

Tuesday, January 6, 2015
Monday, January 5, 2015

Annoying Behavior:
Officer responded to the Library for a report of a disturbing voice mail message. Officer investigated incident – 0900 (1501-5-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to Prescott for a report of drug paraphernalia found in a room. Officers were let in by student. Items were photographed and confiscated, put in evidence. Dean’s Referral was completed – 1201 (1501-6-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to Prescott for a report of a knife found in a room. Officers photographed and confiscated the item – 1219 (1501-7-OF). The case is open.

College Policy Violation:
Officer responded to Prescott for a report of marijuana found in a room. Officer took pictures and confiscated the items which were put into evidence – 1222 (1501-8-OF).

Sunday, January 4, 2015

None

Saturday, January 3, 2015

College Policy Violation:
Officers on foot patrol in the Dakin Quad observed three rooms with unattended electronic lighting up the windows. Officers knocked on each door, entered and turned off the items. Dean’s Referrals were made – 0151 (1501-3-OF).

Friday, January 2, 2015

None

Thursday, January 1, 2015

None